
 

Virtual Assignments 
 

Teacher Support: 

If your child needs help Tuesday-Friday & Monday from 3:30 – 5:00 P.M., he/she can get in touch 

with me through email at gretchen.beadles@evsck12.com.  The subject line should say “Virtual Question” 

and his/her name needs to be included in the message.  When asking for help, the question needs to be 

included instead of just the problem number because the order of questions is randomized.  Emails 

outside of these hours will be replied to as soon as possible. 

  

 

School Support:  

Our computer lab will be open after school Tuesday through Friday and Monday from 3:30 – 5:00.  

If your child is planning would like to go to the computer lab during any of these times, he/she will need a 

note from a parent.    

 

 

Directions for accessing the virtual assignments: 

1. Log on to a computer. 

2. Use your preferred internet browser to access studyisland.com 

3. Login with your username and password.  

4. Click on to the Virtual Days class. 

5. Attempt 10 or more questions on the practice assignments. *A homework 

score will be given for this of the assignment.   

6. Choose the Language Arts or Math scored assignment for your current week.  

7. Begin the scored assignment, answering with your best effort.    

8. When finished with the scored assignment, be sure to turn in the test. 

*Each scored assignment will be worth 10 points.   

 
 

*Virtual assignments will need to be completed at home or in the computer lab.  Students will 

not be able to work on the assignments during school hours.  All of the assignments must be 

completed by 8:00 A.M. on Tuesday, February 12th.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ELA Snow Day Make-up Virtual Assignments on Study Island at studyisland.com 

Feb. 5-12th :  Snow Day 1 ELA Lesson/Practice & Scored Assignment --- Fact and Opinion 
Directions:   

1.  First Few Steps:   Click on My Classes on the left.  Choose the class called Virtual Days and click on view assignments.  

Now, click the start arrow next to Snow Day 1 Fact and Opinion Lesson/Practice.  Next, click Distinguish Fact from Opinion. 

2.  Read / Review:  Read and review the skill by clicking on lesson for the assigned skill.  Read under the Distinguish Fact from 

Opinion heading.   

3.  Movie:  Then, watch the lesson movie to learn further about the skill by clicking on click here to play movie. Close this  

      page when finished.   

4.  Assignment Questions:  Now click on practice to answer the practice questions for the assigned skill.  Be sure to read the  

     question carefully, look at all of your answer options, and then read the question again.  If you answer an item incorrectly,  

     be sure to read the explanation so you understand your mistake. 

Reminders:  You must answer at least 10 questions in either practice mode or game mode.  You may complete more if you do  

      not feel comfortable with that skill. 

5.  Scored Assignment:  When you feel comfortable with the skill, follow the directions listed #1 above and this time click on 

the assignment titled Snow Day 1 ELA Scored Assignment.  You will have 10 questions dealing with the skill that you just 

practiced.  When you finish, make sure to click on turn in test.  *The Scored Assignment will count as a grade in reading.   

 
IN State Standards: 

4.RN.4.1 Distinguish between fact and opinion; explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support a statement or position (claim) in a text.  

4.RL.1 - Read and comprehend a variety of literature within a range of complexity appropriate for grades 4-5. By the end of grade 4, students interact with texts proficiently 

and independently at the low end of the range and with scaffolding as needed at the high end. 

 

 

Math Snow Day Make-up Virtual Assignments on Study Island at studyisland.com 
Feb. 5 – 12th :  Snow Day 1 Math Lesson/Practice & Scored Assignment --- Time and Money 

Directions:   

1.  First Few Steps:   Click on My Classes on the left.  Choose the class called Virtual Days, click on view assignments.  Now  

      click the start arrow next to Snow Day 1 Math Time and Money Lesson/Practice.  Next click on Time and Money. 

2.  Read / Review:  Read and review the skill by clicking on lesson for the assigned skill. Be sure to read each page completely 

and watch the movie if available. 

3.  Assignment Questions:  Now click on practice to answer the practice questions for the assigned skill.   

Be sure to read the question carefully, look at all of your answer options, and then read the question carefully again.  If 

you answer an item incorrectly, be sure to read the explanation so you understand your mistake. 

*Reminders:  You must answer at least 10 questions in either practice mode or game mode.  You may complete more if you 

feel like you need more practice with this skill.   

4.  Scored Assignment:  When you feel comfortable with the skill, follow the directions listed #1 above and this time choose 

the assignment titled Snow Day 1 Math Scored Assignment.  You will have 10 questions dealing with the skills that you just 

practiced.  When you finish, make sure to click on Turn in test.  *The Scored Assignment will count as a grade in math.   

 
IN State Standards: 

4.M.3: Use the four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) to solve real-world problems involving distances, intervals of time, volumes, masses of 

objects, and money.  Include addition and subtraction problems involving simple fractions and problems that require expressing measurements given in a larger unit in 

terms of a smaller unit. 

 


